Grubbe Secondary School - La Salle Secondary School
Partners in Sustainable Education

Subject area
Learning for a sustainable development
Education in sustainable development is central in our ambition to save our earth and
preserve our environment. Knowledge about what we have to do and what is needed in
terms of a sustainable world should be expressed together, leading to a common program
for teachers who will teach and educate students and future generations.
Goal
Together with our partner school, La Salle Secondary School in Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia, be
inspired to find and develop strategies and methods for how teachers can educate students
in ways so that they in terms of being our future politicians, leaders and consumers, obtain
the necessary knowledge and engagement in the conservation and preservation of our
environment and ultimately creating a better tomorrow.
Activities
To carry out an international link and an exchange program between teachers from Grubbe
High School, Sweden and La Salle Secondary School, Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysia and
together frame programs about sustainable ways. To observe and experience how the
schools teach in this area and what we can learn from each other – leading us in to common
programs where our teachers can share best practices and our students too will exchange
knowledge and awareness about sustainable ways across the globe. In order to do this we
need to create a platform for communication.
We believe in a long-term collaboration where the next step would be to involve as many
subjects as we can, according to the curriculum, in our ambition to enrich the teaching about
sustainability. When our programme has matured to the point of program presentation by
our students, both schools should be represented so that we can evaluate and expand our
collaboration between our schools.
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